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The plaintiff has filed a complaint with the inspector of the Journalist Ethics Service on actions
by the Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of Lithuania and
publications of July, 2018, in which information both false and insulting to the plaintiff was
presented. The publications were presented to the public on the Center's official webpage at the
URLs http://genocid.lt/UserFiles/File/Titulinis/2018/20180719_noreika.pdf and
http://genocid.lt/centras/lt/2969/a/ .
Herewith we inform you that the Center, on the media website delfi.lt, in its own official name as
a state institution, has on March 8, 2019, published a publication in which it again presents
information which is false and demeaning to the plaintiff.
The publication with the title "Genicido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam spaudimui" [The
Genocide Research Center Will Not Submit to Vulgar Pressure] was posted at the URL
https://www.delfi.lt/news/ringas/politics/lggrtc-genocido-tyrimo-centras-nepasiduos-vulgariamspaudimui.d?id=80566671.
Based on the arguments outlined below, we ask the inspector to defend the public and private
interest, to initiate a case and to make the right decision.
1. Statements Demeaning to the Plaintiff's Person
The Center's publications states:
"This pressure has come in the form of dozens of complaints to all sorts of government
institutions and editorial offices, flooding the Center with questions, in the public space, and
also, internationally, spreading falsehoods regarding the Center, Lithuania and historical
figures and libeling as well as openly threatening to destroy the Center or to replace its
leadership."

"The Center has many times patiently and exhaustively explained the results of its research,
trying to turn this attack into civilized dialogue, the kind characteristic of the Western
democracies, but the movement created by US-resident Lithuanian citizen G. A. Gochin is
based on the principle that a lie repeated many times finally will be accepted as the truth,
and that claims, in principle in opposition to the facts as recognized in international
historiography (for example, that it wasn't the Germans but rather the Lithuanians who came up
with and started the Holocaust), will become a basis for scholarship."
"But we must respond right away to this other wrong accusation, expressed in Arkadijus
Vinokuras's article and leveled many times by G. A. Gochin and his attorney in letters to
state institutions."
"This is the accusation that the Center allegedly is falsifying history (the vocabulary of G. A.
Gochin and A. Vinokuras) in order to serve its own purposes or for political purposes in
stating that Lithuanian Provisional Government prime minister Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis's
activities were exhaustively investigated at the request of the US Congress and that he was
rehabilitated by the US Department of Justice."
"Without regard to historical documents and the arguments made many times by the Center,
the Center's enemies stubbornly repeat their own version of events: that the investigation
of Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis's activities was halted because of his death, and therefore he
supposedly wasn't rehabilitated and the Center is supposedly intentionally lying."
Part 11 of section 22 of the Lithuanian Law on the Provision of Information states that drafters
and/or providers of public information:
1) in providing information to the public should not distort true and objective information and
opinions and use it for their own purposes. Public information is irreconcilable with journalistic
campaigns based on prejudices or intended to satisfy group or political interests;
2) must be objective and non-partisan;
Part 2 of article 19 of the Lithuanian Law on the Provision of Information says it is forbidden to
distribute disinformation and information libeling or degrading a person, or insulting his honor
and dignity.
It is the plaintiff's opinion that the above-quoted statements by the Center presented in the
delfi.lt publication "Genicido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam spaudimui" [The Genocide
Research Center Will Not Submit to Vulgar Pressure] violate points 1 and 2 of article 22 of the
Law on the Provision of Information. In the statements quoted, the Center numerous times
emphasizes that the plaintiff levels "unjust" accusations of "falsifying history" and "intentionally
lying." By such statements the Center does not seek an objective dialogue, but instead belittles
the plaintiff's person and the research work he has done. In this manner the plaintiff is called a
Kremlin disinformation agent, and the impression is given to the public that the plaintiff is
"pressuring" the Center without foundation, lacking any arguments of weight for doing so.
Since the Center has belittled the plaintiff numerous times over the last year, the public is
discouraged from looking into the topic of the Holocaust. People with radical views who are
supporting the Center's uncompromising position through their comments and public statements
are agitating society against the plaintiff and his activities to change [the Center's] historical
findings. But the plaintiff is not speaking the language of propaganda nor of chauvinism, the

plaintiff is not publishing sophistic speculations about how Lithuanians murdered Jews. The
plaintiff is speaking the language of documents which show collaboration by specific people of
that period with the Nazis, in 1941, and their contribution to the Holocaust. The Center has
refused categorically to talk about these documents.
Assessing the language of the publications by the Center, the initial impression is one of
cynicism and a condemning tone. The repeated use of the word "neva" ["allegedly"] strengthens
the impression of derision. The repeated use of the phrase "many times" leaves the impression
this disagreement has been under discussion for a long time, although in fact the dispute over
Ambrazevičius arose only in September of 2018 when the Center presented false information to
the Lithuanian parliamentary ombudsman on Ambrazevičius's supposed rehabilitation (the
plaintiff's queries regarding this are appended).
It should be noted that the Center in the publication here under dispute repeatedly revealed the
plaintiff's personal details. The plaintiff believes that by these actions the Center transgressed
article 14 of the Law on the Provision of Information, because the publication of information and
disinformation belittling the person of the plaintiff was done openly, without revealing any public
interest in disclosing facts of the person's private life or his personal details.
It is extremely important to point out that the author of the publication is a state institution which
alone forms the official position regarding the events of the Holocaust in Lithuania. This status
and authority greatly increases the derisive impression of the publication, and thus in
disinforming society causes greater damage.
The plaintiff believes a state institution should not promulgate unobjective information targeting
the person and activities of the plaintiff, and that the promulgation of these kinds of calls to
action are equivalent to the Center defending the anti-Semitic propaganda of the LAF in 1941
when calls to action where printed and distributed and articles appeared in the press. These
kinds of actions not only violate the plaintiff's person but also incite people with radical views
who go on to incite discord and disrupt the tranquility of society.
The plaintiff asks the inspector to assess the insulting statements above for their conformance
to the requirements of the Law on the Provision of Information and the code of journalistic
ethics. The plaintiff is not just asking for the publication of a retraction but is asking the inspector
to make a just decision which would discourage the Center from continued public libels.
2. False Information on the Distortion of Research Facts
The Center in its publication states: "the movement created by US-resident Lithuanian
citizen G. A. Gochin is based on the principle that a lie repeated many times finally will be
accepted as the truth, and that claims, in principle in opposition to the facts as
recognized in international historiography (for example, that it wasn't the Germans but rather
the Lithuanians who came up with and started the Holocaust), will become a basis for
scholarship."
We inform you that in our complaint of February 18, 2019, against the actions of the Center
(regarding the publication of derisive responses to the plaintiff) we indicated that the Center in
July of 2018 published a response to the plaintiff's query (without the text of the query and
essential historical documents). In this public publication the Center called the research
activities of the plaintiff's historians unacademic and in opposition to research methods
accepted in historiography.

It should be noted that the plaintiff's historians were able to find more than 40 extremely
important documents as well as press publications witnessing to collaboration by Lithuanian
politicians with the Nazis. What couldn't be found was any explanation of the facts or of
academic standards regulating historical documents.
The Center according to law forms research methodologies in the field of the genocide of
residents of Lithuania. The international standards of historiography the Center cites are
unknown to the plaintiff and possibly do not exist. Regarding the unscholastic nature of the
plaintiff's research, it's important to point out the Center publishes categorical findings on
collaboration by Lithuanians with the Nazis, but in 2017 the Center told the plaintiff the Center
had not done research on the Lithuanian Nationalist Party and its criminal activities (letter [from
the Center] appended).
For this reason, the Center's argument that the plaintiff and people of like mind are
distorting the facts recognized in international historiography and are setting new
foundations for scholarship is false information. The argument is totally baseless.
The plaintiff believes the Center in misinforming the public on a unified explanation of
historiographical facts within the international community of historians is in violation of the
requirements of point 1, part 11, article 22 of the Law on the Provision of Information not to
distort true, objective information and opinions and not to use it to further one's own goals.
3. False Information on the Exoneration of Ambrazevičius
In the publication the Center states:
"The activities of Provisional Government prime minister Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis were
investigated fully by request of the US Congress in 1974 and he was rehabilitated by the US
Department of Justice."
"Therefore the Center again emphasizes publicly: the activities of Lithuanian Provisional
Government head Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis and this Government's interior minister
Jonas Šlepetys regarding these accusations were investigated by request of the US Congress
in 1974 and after exhaustive investigation they were rehabilitated (removed from the list of
suspects), because there was no evidence of a crime discovered in their activities."
"Disregarding historical documents and the repeated arguments of the Center, its [the
Center's] enemies stubbornly claim their own version of events: allegedly that the
investigation of the activities of Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis was stopped because of his
death, and allegedly that therefore he wasn't rehabilitated and that allegedly the Center is
intentionally lying."
These statements by the Center are false, this is an erroneous explanation of legal terminology,
the distortion of historical facts and public disinformation.
Please note that in the contemporary Lithuanian language the word "reabilitacija"
["rehabilitation"] means the restoration of the good name and rights of a person wrongly
accused or convicted (Dabartinės lietuvių kalbos žodynas, Vilnius, 2000, p. 649).

Please note, in line with the Lithuanian legal doctrine "The aim of the process of rehabilitation is
the restoration of the violated rights of a person unfairly brought to criminal account and the
annulment of an unfounded conviction," that "during the rehabilitation process only issues of the
legality and basis for earlier decisions are decided, leaving to the court the ability to annul such
decisions." (Verdict by the Lithuanian Supreme Court of November 10, 2011, in criminal case
2K-P-444/2011 (by body of 15 judges)).
The plaintiff also appends the conclusions of four attorneys practicing in the USA
regarding a 1975 letter by US congressman Joshua Eilberg to the US Lithuanian
Community cited by the Center, which mentions the halting of the Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis
investigation by the US Immigration Service. The conclusions by the attorneys provide detailed
information about the institutional subordination of the Immigration Service and the doctrine and
procedures involved in a person's legal rehabilitation. The attorneys say clearly the stopping of
the investigation is in no way equivalent to a person's rehabilitation under US law, since the
rehabilitation of a person requires a court decision which is then reviewed in applying the
rehabilitation procedure.
Regarding the Center's historical documents testifying to Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis's
rehabilitation or exoneration, there are none, because there wasn't a court verdict regarding the
accused. In light of that, talk about his rehabilitation and documents testifying to that are nothing
more than the Center's own inventions.
We would like to inform the inspector that the Lithuanian parliamentary ombudsman was
informed of this issue earlier, on December 12, 2018, when the Center in objecting to the
plaintiff's complaint and the decision by the ombudsman first made these false claims regarding
the legal rehabilitation and total exoneration of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis in the case of Nazi
collaboration.
The plaintiff was able to obtain a letter signed by three US congresspeople dated September
25, 2012, sent to the then-prime minister of Lithuania. The letter strongly expresses the concern
of the US Congress regarding the decision by the Lithuanian state for the reburial of the mortal
remains of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis and the desire of the congresspeople to share the anger
and pain felt by relatives of Holocaust survivors regarding this (letter appended). The letter
states that because of the anti-Semitic calls by the LAF and the rapid murder of Jews during the
rule of the Lithuanian Provisional Government, the decision by Lithuania to repatriate and rebury
Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis was "an absolute outrage" which undermined efforts to counter antiSemitism and to recognize the crimes of the Nazis and their collaborators.
Examining the Center's arguments regarding "rehabilitation" in the light of this letter, it's clear
the Center is actively engaged in spreading a lie and thus is violating the requirement of
point 1, part 11, article 22 of the Law on the Provision of Information not to distort true and
objective information and opinions and not to do so in furtherance of one's own aims.
Please note that in the publication which is the subject of this complaint, the Center references a
publication by Arkadijus Vinokuras (appended, URL
https://www.delfi.lt/news/ringas/politics/arkadijus-vinokuras-genocido-centras-gina-netiesakodel.d?id=80543615 ) in which he describes the plaintiff's court proceedings for revision of the
historical finding [by the Center] regarding Jonas Noreika. The Center's publication makes no
mention of this legal proceeding. It only discusses wholly other historical events, i.e., the
investigation of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis and his supposed exoneration in the USA. Note that
Vinokuras in his publication does not talk about that. These are completely unrelated

circumstances, but unfounded accusations are being hurled at both the plaintiff and the
aforementioned author, [including the accusation that] the plaintiff and people of like mind (who
rely upon documents., legal doctrine and rationality) are in error and are falsifying history.
It is noteworthy as well that the Center is publishing false information during the course of a
court proceeding, that a state institution is spreading disinformation with the aim of influencing
the legal process and public opinion, and perhaps the opinion of the jury [body of judges] as
well.
It was the Center which began to escalate claims of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis's exoneration and
rehabilitation in reply to the parliamentary ombudsman in September of 2018 regarding the
plaintiff's complaint the Center had failed to respond to him. It is clear from the appended letters
by the plaintiff that the plaintiff immediately demanded this information be retracted and even
provided to the Center this same letter from the US congressmen in 1974. That these sorts of
announcements, unconnected with the legal case but during the case are being made to
the public now increases the suspicion that disinformation is being used to further
private aims, to wit, to influence the court.
By spreading disinformation, the Center is misinforming the public and violating one of the
central statutory tasks assigned to the Center, to restore historical truth [justice]. Such actions
do harm to the state and its people, and this is being done by a state institution.
Based on these explanations and the documents provided, we request an investigation of the
conformance of Center director Teresė Birute Burauskaitė's actions to the requirements of the
Law on the Provision of Information, to adopt a just ruling and to instruct her to publicly retract
the false information.
On the Retraction of False Information
In light of the fact the Vilnius District Administrative Court is currently considering a case in
which the plaintiff asks for the defendant to be ordered to perform another investigation and to
change its historical finding, and that the defendant is a state institution which forms public
opinion and presents official conclusions on historical matters regarding the genocide of
residents of Lithuania, we believe it is appropriate, based on article 44 of the Law on the
Provision of Information, to order the Center to post the following text retracting this sort of false
information on its webpage www.genocid.lt and on the website delfi.lt :
"Based on the decision by the inspector of the Journalism Ethics Service, we inform you that the
Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of Lithuania in a publication
published on March 8, 2019, called "Genocido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam spaudimui"
presented false information to the public regarding the rehabilitation by a decision of the US
Department of Justice of Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis.
"We hereby report that the case of Juozas Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis was not tried in a US court,
no court verdict regarding him was made, and therefore in line with the criminal law doctrine of
Lithuania and the USA, the halting of the case within the US Immigration Service after Juozas
Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis's death should not be considered a rehabilitation of this person."
We also ask the Center be ordered on its website www.genocid.lt and on the webpage delfi.lt to
publish the following text retracting the false information:

"Based on the decision by the inspector of the Journalism Ethics Service, we inform you that the
Center for the Study of the Genocide and Resistance of Residents of Lithuania in a publication
published on March 8, 2019, called "Genocido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam spaudimui"
presented false information to the public regarding the facts recognized in international
historiography.
"We hereby announce that there is no academically confirmed fact in international
historiography nor is there any consensus among historians that the Germans organized and
began the Holocaust in Lithuania."
Based on the facts and circumstances elaborated above and based on parts 1 and 3, article 14,
part 2 of article 19, part 11 of article 22 and articles 44 and 50 of the Law on the Provision of
Information, we ask the honorable journalistic ethics inspector:
1. to investigate the Center's publication "Genocido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam
spaudimui" which was posted at the URL https://www.delfi.lt/news/ringas/politics/lggrtcgenocido-tyrimo-centras-nepasiduos-vulgariam-spaudimui.d?id=80566671 for its adherence to
the requirements of the Law on the Provision of Information and to make a just decision.
2. to order the Center on its website www.genocid.lt and on the webpage www.feli.lt to post a
retraction of the false information by posting the text contained above in this complaint.
3. in the event the inspector is not competent to decide concerning this complaint or part of it,
we ask the complaint or part of the complaint be passed on to an institution competent to
consider it.
Appendices:
1. Publication "Arkadijus Vinokuras. Genocido centras gina netiesą. Kodėl?;"
2. Publication "Genocido tyrimo centras nepasiduos vulgariam spaudimui" (delfi.lt);
3. Publication "Arkadijus Vinokuras. Jonas Noreika? Pakalbėkime geriau apie agurkus" (delfi.lt);
4. Letter by US congressman Joshua Eilberg to US Lithuanian Community in 1975 on the
halting of the case in the US Immigration Service;
5. Finding by attorney Mark Bledstein, December 6, 2018;
6. Finding by attorney Gary D. Labin, December 5, 2018;
7. Finding by attorney Bryan Miller, November 29, 2018;
8. Finding by attorney Stuart L. Letivon, esq., November 28, 2018;
9. Letter from US Congress to Lithuanian prime minister, September 25, 2012;
10. Query regarding documents on exoneration of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis, September 19,
2018;
11. Plaintiff's letter regarding documents on the exoneration of Ambrazevičius-Brazaitis,
December 12, 2018;
12. Genocide Center's reply on activities of Lithuanian Nationalist Party, October, 2017, 14R-94;
13. Copy of agreement on legal representation.
Sincerely,
Rokas Rudzinskas, attorney

